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Acoustic metamaterials derive their novel characteristics from the interaction between acoustic
waves with designed structures. Since its inception seventeen years ago, the field has been driven
by fundamental geometric and physical principles that guide the structure design rules as well as
provide the basis for wave functionalities. Recent examples include resonance-based acoustic metasurfaces that offer flexible control of acoustic wave propagation such as focusing and re-direction;
parity-time (PT)-symmetric acoustics that utilizes the general concept of pairing loss and gain to
achieve perfect absorption at a single frequency; and topological phononics that can provide oneway edge state propagation. However, such novel functionalities are not without constraints.
Metasurface elements rely on resonances to enhance their coupling to the incident wave; hence, its
functionality is limited to a narrow frequency band. Topological phononics is the result of the special lattice symmetry that must be fixed at the fabrication stage. Overcoming such constraints naturally forms the basis for further developments. We identify two emergent directions: Integration of
acoustic metamaterial elements for achieving broadband characteristics as well as acoustic wave
manipulation tasks more complex than the single demonstrative functionality; and active acoustic
metamaterials that can adapt to environment as well as to go beyond the constraints on the passive
acoustic metamaterials. Examples of a successful recent integration of multi-resonators in achieving broadband sound absorption can be found in optimal sound-absorbing structures, which utilize
causality constraint as a design tool in realizing the target-set absorption spectrum with a minimal
sample thickness. Active acoustic metamaterials have also demonstrated the capability to tune
bandgaps as well as to alter property of resonances in real time through stiffening of the spring constants, in addition to the PT symmetric acoustics that can achieve unprecedented functionalities.
These emergent directions portend the transitioning of the field from the stage of novelty demonstrations to imminent applications of some acoustic metamaterials to select real-world problems,
supported by an active research endeavor that continues to push the boundary of possibilities.
Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5007682
INTRODUCTION

Acoustic metamaterials have experienced a continuous
and robust development for over fifteen years. Initially
defined as man-made structures with novel wave characteristics derived from local resonances,1 the field has now been
broadened to include all structures that display wave properties not found in nature. Looking back, we may characterize
the initial beginning as a thought-liberating experience that
broke some of the rules in the traditional paradigm of acoustics, thereby creating a large horizon for clever and imaginative explorations on the potential created by the mixture of
geometry, materials, and waves. This article does not intend
to review the whole field of acoustic metamaterials or its
past development; such a task has already been performed
very nicely by a multitude of review articles and books.2–6
Instead, our intention is to introduce some of the most recent
works in this field and to attempt an appraisal on what may
lie ahead.
A sustainable scientific development is usually propelled
by the dual driver of curiosity and applications. During the
a)
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initial stage of acoustic metamaterials development, the focus
was the negative values of mass density and bulk modulus,
and the resulting extra functionalities that can be attained by
such parameter values. We saw the breakdown of the traditional “limits” in the focusing, imaging, and the magnitude of
reflection, attendant with the subwavelength size of the sample required to achieve such effects. Most of such effects were
achieved through localized resonances, and the associated
strong dispersive behavior dictates the narrow frequency character of these novel functionalities.
The advent of transformation optics7,8 and acoustics,9–11
in association with the accessibility of all effective material
parameter values in the wave equations, has led to an explosion of research activities that fully demonstrated the power
of using mathematical rules to design the spatial distribution
of material parameter for achieving a certain goal, such as
cloaking. However, since the underlying metamaterials’ values are mostly achieved through local resonances, most of
the transformation acoustic functionalities are also narrow
frequency band in character.
More recently, much of the acoustic metamaterials
research can be traced to the inspiration provided by the
quantum electronic behavior in graphene. Prior to the advent
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of graphene, the quantum nature of electrons is mostly confined to textbook knowledge since its experimental observations, such as mesoscopic phenomena, can be achieved by
very few laboratories around the world. Graphene has dramatically changed this situation by making the quantum
nature of electrons easily manifest, e.g., the quantum Hall
effect,12,13 which would not be difficult to observe under a
magnetic field of 5 T or larger. Since the Schrodinger’s equation can be expressed in the form of Helmholtz equation for
electrons with fixed energy, it follows that the novel effects
predicted or seen in graphene should be reproducible by
using time harmonic acoustic waves, also governed by the
Helmholtz equation, with designed geometric structures.
Such a realization has sparked a wave of graphene-inspired
research activities that include the unusual Dirac-cone type
of dispersion relation14–19 and its related effects, and topological one-way edge state. Even the effect of the magnetic
field, which naturally couples to electron owing to its charge
and which has no counterpart for acoustic waves, can be synthesized.20–25 It is well known that magnetic field breaks
time-reversal symmetry in electronic systems. In acoustics,
the time-reversal symmetry in wave propagation can be broken by a circular flow.20
Dissipation is a ubiquitous effect in physical systems. It
was known for a long time that when the dissipation exceeds
a critical value, two coupled states in a Hamiltonian system
would both display exponentially decaying behavior, with
one state decaying much faster than the other by dumping
part of its energy on the other state. Novel behavior that differs from the above has been achieved by adding energy into
the system, i.e., gain instead of dissipation. Such so-called
parity-time (PT) symmetric acoustics can display lossless
(i.e., transparent) and non-symmetric propagation of acoustic
waves.26–30
In another important development, acoustic metasurfaces have joined their electromagnetic counterparts in the
quest to manipulate electromagnetic and acoustic waves by
using patterned 2D locally resonant structures.31,32 Local resonance is necessary in order to enhance the wave interaction
with one layer of subwavelength structures.
In what follows, we review a small selection of recent
works in acoustic metamaterials, defined in the broad sense
of the term. The demands of real-world applications are then
considered as the challenges to break the constraints of
acoustic metamaterials, with potential solution approaches as
some of the emergent future directions.
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS
Topological acoustics

Topology denotes the global property of geometric
structures that remains unchanged under continuous deformation, such as stretching, crumpling, and bending. A coffee
mug is topologically equivalent to a doughnut, but not a ball,
because both the mug and the doughnut have a hole in their
structures. It turns out that in two-dimensional free electron
gas, the application of a perpendicular magnetic field can
create, in reciprocal wavevector space, Brillouin zones with
a non-zero number of holes. Such characteristics are
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understood to underlie the quantized Hall effect, which in
real space is associated with one-way conducting edge state
in which the conducting electrons cannot be backscattered.
The advent of graphene has not only made such 2D quantum electronic phenomena more accessible, but also ignited
a wave of research efforts to reproduce such an effect in
classical waves. In addition to the conducting edge state,
the honeycomb lattice structure of graphene also implies
that its wavefunction is necessarily in the form of a twocomponent vector, i.e., there are two degrees of freedom
(usually denoted as pseudospin degrees of freedom), owing
to the two carbon atoms per unit cell. In reciprocal wavevector space, the band structure has the rather unique characteristic of two cones touching at a point, denoted the
Dirac cones, at six distinct wavevector positions in reciprocal space with three equivalent K points (sometimes called
K valleys) and three equivalent K0 points (K0 valleys). Such
richness in the graphene physical characteristics serves as
the fertile ground for creating novel acoustic effects
through designed structures.
Creating a structure for one-way flow of acoustic
wave—analogous to the electronic edge state—is generally
challenging because the linear acoustic wave equation is
invariant under time-reversal operation. In other words, there
is no analogue of magnetic field for acoustic waves. An
acoustic rectifier design based on combining a linear attenuator and a carefully designed non-linear medium was implemented,33,34 but constraints like amplitude dependence limit
its isolator applications.35 Acoustic diodes made from linear
materials showing asymmetric power transmission for particular input and output field distributions were designed as
well,36–39 but these structures are not truly non-reciprocal.40
However, a linear system containing a directional bias can
exhibit non-reciprocity. This idea was implemented in acoustics by creating an acoustic analogue of Zeeman splitting in
a meta-atom consisting of a compact resonant ring cavity
with rotational air flow [Fig. 1(a)].20 The rotational flow
breaks the time-reversal symmetry, which was subsequently
integrated with topological phases in acoustics to realize
robust topologically protected one-way edge propagation of
acoustic waves.21–23,25 Inspired by the quantum spin-Hall
effect, people found that robust one-way edge states can also
be achieved in systems without breaking the time-reversal
symmetry. One example is the acoustic topological insulators created by acoustic crystals possessing double Dirac
cones [Fig. 1(b)] in their reciprocal wavevector space.
Without breaking the time-reversal symmetry, band inversion associated with the double Dirac cone occurs when the
geometric parameters are varied, leading to the realization of
pseudospin-dependent, one-way edge sound transports.41–43
Another example comes from the acoustic valley vortex
states,17 which have both chirality and orbital angular
momentum and were observed in sonic crystals with broken
mirror-symmetry that lifts the degeneracy of K and K0 valleys. Rotating anisotropic scatterers, shown in Fig. 1(c),
were used to close and reopen the bandgaps, inducing the
acoustic analogue of the topological semimetal-insulator
transition. The so-called acoustic valley-Hall edge modes
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FIG. 1. (a) An acoustic meta-atom comprising a subwavelength acoustic ring resonator connected to three waveguides via three small holes. The circular
motion of fluid in the ring resonator breaks the time-reversal symmetry, and provides the acoustic analogue of Zeeman splitting that lifts the degeneracy of
counter-propagating resonance modes. Adapted from Ref. 20. (b) A cross-waveguide splitter made by arrays of steel cylinders in air. The upper and lower sections are formed by the topological phononic crystal (with smaller steel cylinders), and the left and right sections are formed by ordinary phononic crystal
(with larger steel cylinders). Only a clockwise or counter-clockwise edge propagation on the interfaces is allowed for the acoustic pseudo-spin-up or pseudospin-down states. Adapted from Ref. 41. (c) A sonic crystal without mirror symmetry was used to observe the acoustic valley-Hall states. It is a triangular array
of rotated triangular polymethyl methacrylate rods. Adapted from Ref. 44.

were demonstrated to be able to go around the sharply
curved interface without reflection.44
PT-symmetric acoustics

The modulation of the real part of acoustic parameters
has witnessed great success in the initial stage of acoustic
metamaterials development. Recently, this topic has been
extended to the domain of the imaginary part of the acoustic
parameters, related to dissipation. The consideration of
acoustic characteristics in the complex parameter domain
opens a door to the so-called non-Hermitian acoustics. Here,
the term Hermitian refers to the mathematical property of the
Hamiltonian matrix of the system that insures energy conservation. A Hermitian matrix has only real-valued eigenvalues.
Non-Hermitian acoustics hence refers to those scenarios in
which energy can be either dissipated or added. A nonHermitian Hamiltonian matrix would generally have complex eigenvalues. An acoustic system is generally nonHermitian, since the existence of loss is ubiquitous.
Mathematically, it was observed that a non-Hermitian system that violates the time-reversal (T) symmetry (i.e., energy
of the system dissipates as a function of time) but respects
the combined parity (P)-time (T) symmetry (PT symmetry
for short) can recover the real eigenvalue spectrum! This is
so-called PT symmetric phase, and its property can differ
from the usual Hermitian systems. By starting from a lossy
system, a transition to a PT symmetric phase may be realized
by tuning the loss or gain of the system. Exactly at the transition point, two complex-conjugate eigenvalues would coalesce, leading to an “exceptional point” singularity. The
conceptual design of a PT-symmetric state was proposed in
acoustics by Zhang and co-workers,26 with the judicious
choice of acoustic materials, attendant with carefully balanced loss and gain. Extraordinary scattering characteristics
of the theoretically proposed acoustic PT medium were demonstrated from exact calculations, showing that the medium
can exhibit unidirectional transparency at certain frequencies. A one-way cloak that protects its inner information
from being detected only along a prescribed direction was
further introduced by combining a PT-symmetric medium
and transformation acoustics. However, the experimental

realization of the PT symmetric state is always accompanied
by the challenge of designing an acoustic gain into the system so that there can be an effective imaginary part of the
modulus exhibiting a sign that is opposite to the dissipative
medium. Also, most gain and loss media required in PT symmetric systems are dispersive, thereby preventing them from
fulfilling the stringent condition on the exact delicate balance
of loss and gain over a broad frequency range. Considerable
efforts have been devoted to the field of PT-symmetric
acoustics. For example, the acoustic gain was designed and
realized by a feedback system using the acoustic soundcontrolling apparatus.45 A pair of electro-acoustic resonators
loaded with suitably tailored non-Foster electrical circuits
[Fig. 2(a)] were used to synthesize a one-dimensional acoustic metamaterial cell whose effective density distribution
respects the PT symmetry.27 Such an acoustic device is capable of strongly sensing a signal via its passive component
and is yet invisible. In addition to active electric amplification,27,28 coherent acoustic sources were exploited to generate a gain response that balances a passive loss.29 The
prototype consists of one loss cell and one gain unit, illustrated in Fig. 2(b). The loss cell is a waveguide carved with
multiple slits to form a leaky region, and the gain unit comprises two acoustic source arrays, paired with upstream and
downstream directive sensors. The use of active gain material to reach the PT symmetric condition is noted to be attainable over a reasonably broad frequency band, regardless of
the lossy material’s dispersion characteristics. Thus, it is possible to access exceptional points at multiple frequencies.
Recently, a PT-symmetric acoustic scattering was experimentally observed in an airflow duct with a pair of diaphragms.30 Owing to the vortex-sound interaction, the flow
in the diaphragms can effectively produce gain and loss [Fig.
2(c)]; and by fine-tuning the flow rate and the geometry of
each diaphragm, the gain and loss can be adjusted. It is valid
to say that the PT symmetric acoustics is a topic that is gaining momentum and followers.
Acoustic metasurfaces

The desire to manipulate acoustic waves on a subwavelength scale has always been a strong motivation from the
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FIG. 2. Realizations of PT-symmetric acoustics. (a) A pair of loudspeakers
loaded with properly tailored electric feedback circuits were used to tune
the gain and loss. The left one is loaded with an absorptive circuit, functioning as the loss component, while the right one is loaded with an active
electrical circuit tailored to realize a time-reversed version of the left one,
forming an acoustic gain unit. The system has the property that it is transparent from the left, but highly reflective from the right. Adapted from
Ref. 27. (b) A schematic diagram illustrating a system containing one lossy
cell, with multiple slits carved in a waveguide to form a leaky region, plus
one gain cell that contains two acoustic source-arrays paired with upstream
and downstream (highly directive) sensors. Adapted from Ref. 29. (c) Two
diaphragms in an airflow duct form two localized scattering units. One is
associated with loss and the other corresponds to gain. The balance of loss
and gain is realized by tuning the flow rate and geometry of each diaphragm. Adapted from Ref. 30.

beginning of acoustic metamaterials. This is especially true
for sound in the audible range, where the wavelength can
range up to the meter scale. In recent years, this direction has
gained a new push from the emergence of acoustic metasurfaces. Metasurface is a term coined to denote planar structures, exhibiting ultra-subwavelength thickness that can
retain functions that are central to devices such as lens,
waveguides, and absorbers. The building units of acoustic
metasurfaces can be resonant membranes,31,32,46 Helmholtz
resonators, tube arrays,47–53 or space-coiling resonators.54–64
Below, we choose acoustic absorption as the functionality to
survey this area.
Resonance enhances the local energy density, which is
favorable to acoustic absorption since absorption is always
the product of local energy density and the acoustic absorption coefficient, integrated over the sample volume. In this
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context, the decorated membrane resonator (DMR) can
highly localize the energy of incident sound around the edges
of the rigid platelets.32 By means of membrane’s intrinsic
viscosity, the sound’s energy can be efficiently dissipated
within a thickness that is only 1/10 000 that of the relevant
wavelength.32,65 However, dissipation by thin films is limited by geometric and symmetry constraints—only the sound
component that matches the resonance symmetry can be coupled and absorbed.65 Take the DMR for example. As the
membrane is thin so that the relative motions between its
two surfaces are frozen at low frequencies, its vibrations are
always antisymmetric under mirror reflection. As sound incident from one-side can always be decomposed as a superposition of symmetric and antisymmetric components with the
same amplitude, only half of its energy can couple to the
DMR, implying a maximum absorption ratio of 50% [Ref.
65, Fig. 3(b)]. Similar limit also exists for resonators that are
symmetric under mirror reflection, such as in the Helmholtz
resonators mounted on the side wall of waveguide for airborne sounds,66 or air bubbles embedded in rubber for waterborne sounds.67 To overcome the 50% limit, the coherent
perfect absorption (CPA) approach was proposed, in which a
control wave, coherent with the incident wave, is launched
from the opposite side [Fig. 3(a)]. By tuning the control
wave in (out of) phase for the symmetric (antisymmetric)
resonators, total absorption was achieved65,68 [Fig. 3(c)]. An
alternative way to attain 100% absorption is to use a pair of
degenerated resonators that have the two different symmetries at the same frequency.69
The geometric and symmetry limits apply only to absorption in one scattering event. They can be broken by introducing multiple scatterings [Fig. 4(a)]. By backing the DMR with
a reflecting plate, sound’s energy can be almost completely
absorbed at a frequency whose wavelength is over 100 times
larger than the sample thickness31 [Figs. 4(b) and 4(c)]. In
this particular case, a new hybrid resonance was created, characterized by a very large, non-radiative component of the
membrane motion (which is responsible for the total absorption of the incident energy), and an average component, much
smaller in amplitude, that can impedance-match with the incident wave. Similar total absorption can also be realized by
placing the Helmholtz resonators in front of a hard surface,70
or coiled acoustic Fabry-Perot resonators.61,71
Another application of acoustic metasurface is the generation of acoustic vortices, which have broad applications
such as particle rotation manipulations induced by acoustic
torque. The acoustic vortices are related to the acoustic
orbital angular momentum, which is carried by wave fields
with spiral phase dislocations described by an azimuthal
phase exp ðimhÞ. Many efforts were devoted to the generation of acoustic waves with orbital angular momentum, such
as acoustic source with radiating surface,72 phase-shifted
transducer arrays and sparsely distributed acoustic transducer
array,73 and opto-acoustics.74 Recently, new designs of
acoustic vortex generator were proposed using metasurfaces.
A planar layer of acoustic resonators comprising Helmholtz
cavities and straight pipes was designed to generate acoustic
vortex beams with orbital angular momentum.75 Acoustic
space-coiled unit cells were assembled to generate acoustic
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FIG. 3. Geometric constraint on sound absorption and coherent perfect absorption (CPA). (a) The realization of CPA by the decorated membrane resonator
(DMR) that is an elastic membrane decorated by a rigid platelet. For an incoming wave with sound pressure amplitude pin , the CPA approach introduces
another control sound wave with pcontrol from the opposite direction. The absorption ratio is given by A ¼ ðjpleft j2 þ jpright j2 Þ=ðjpin j2 þ jpcontrol j2 Þ. (b) Under
incoming sounds from one side, pcontrol ¼ 0, the peak absorption (red curve) of the DMR is plotted as a function of the mass of the decorated platelets. The
associated surface impedance (Z) is denoted by the blue curve. Here, the open circles are measured data, adapted from Yang et al.,65 and the solid curve represents the theory. At the maximum absorption of 50%, the associated impedance is exactly twice that of air (Z0 ). (c) Absorption of the DMR when waves are
incident from two sides, plotted as a function of the relative amplitude ratio. Maximum absorption close to 1 occurs at jpcontrol j=jpin j ¼ 1, i.e., when the CPA
condition is satisfied. Here, the open circles are numerical simulations, and the solid line is the theory prediction. Adapted from Ref. 65.

helical waves;76 and multi-arm coiling slits were demonstrated to produce twisted stable acoustic vortices by modulating the amplitude and phase over a broad frequency
band.77 Applications to the manipulation of particles with
acoustic radiation force and acoustic torque, exerted by an
acoustic vortex beam, was reported thereafter.78 The orbital
angular momentum of acoustic vortex beams provides an
extra dimension for coding and transmission of information.
By utilizing the topological charges of orbital angular
momentum, one order of magnitude enhancement in the data
transmission rate has been demonstrated.79
EMERGENT DIRECTIONS

Not all the research can result in commercial products,
but the research efforts constitute the inevitable steps in a

FIG. 4. Multiple scatterings and total sound absorption. (a) Schematic illustration of the multiple scatterings introduced by placing a reflecting wall closely
behind a decorated membrane resonator (DMR). (b) Schematic illustration of
a perfect absorber comprising a DMR backed by a very thin sealed air chamber with a reflecting back surface. This structure is shown to generate a hybrid
resonance that can totally absorb the incident sound. (c) The absorption ratio
of the DMR absorber. The solid curve is the theoretical prediction and the
open circles are experimental data adapted from Ref. 31.

network of events leading to the eventual solution of realworld problems. Viewed in this context, acoustic metamaterials research is, on the one hand, entering a stage in which all
the novel functionalities, uncovered so far, are undergoing
some scrutiny as to their potential for advancing the technological backbone of our society. On the other hand, the creativity unleashed by the advent of metamaterials is moving the
field to an ever-broadening horizon, limited only by human
ingenuity. For this section, we focus on the former.
Local resonances underlie the majority of the novel functionalities attained by acoustic metamaterials; but they also
constitute the one major shortcoming of being narrow frequency band in character. A natural way to extend the absorption bandwidth is to stack multiple resonances with
frequencies slightly different from each other. Many attempts
have been made along this direction;72–75 however, the lack of
a central integration principle means that there can only be
limited success. Recently, an integration strategy has emerged
that can result in absorbers with true broadband character. The
design recipe is guided by the causal constraint that relates the
absorption spectrum of a sample to its thickness76

ð

1 Beff  1
d 2
ln½1  AðkÞdk;
(1)

2p B0 0
where d is the sample thickness, Beff is its effective bulk
modulus at the static limit, B0 is the air bulk modulus, and
AðkÞ is the absorption coefficient as a function of wavelength
k. By setting two sides of Eq. (1) to be equal, the causal constraint can be turned into a design tool by which one may
ask: For a given thickness, what is the best realizable absorption spectrum AðkÞ? Or, for a target-set AðkÞ, what is the
minimum thickness attainable? The causal constraint relates
the three most important aspects of acoustic absorption: the
magnitude of the absorption, the relevant frequency band,
and the sample thickness. In particular, it is noted that in the
absence of sample thickness considerations, the issue of
absorption becomes trivial.
By using a composite absorber with a multitude of
Fabry-Perot resonators, and by designing the resonance’s
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FIG. 5. Causally-optimal broadband absorber. (a) Schematics and photo image for the structure of the absorber. The absorber comprises 16 Fabry-Perot channels with different lengths, folded into a compact cuboid. A very thin layer of sponge (cyan cube) was placed on the top of the acoustic metamaterial unit to
provide dissipation through evanescent waves. The photo image shows the acoustic metamaterial unit, fabricated by 3D printing. (b) Absorption spectrum of
the absorber. The solid line is from theoretical prediction and the open circles are experimental data. Adapted from Ref. 76.

mode density so as to best-match the surface impedance with
that of air over a very broadband, a very flat absorption spectrum approaching unity has been realized, starting from a
lower frequency cut-off. The wavelength of the lower frequency cut-off is an order of magnitude larger than the
absorber thickness.76 The resulting structure and the measured absorption spectrum are shown in Fig. 5.
The integration approach offers a versatile way to
broaden the frequency range of applicability of some other
functionalities. For example, if the acoustic metasurface can
be made to be transparent to non-resonant frequencies, then
multiple metasurfaces operating over different frequencies
can be stacked together, thereby broadening the frequency
range over which they can be effective as an integrated unit.
Another obvious integration approach is to laterally tile the
metamaterial units operating in different frequencies, and
treat them as an integrated whole. In such an integration, it is
inevitable that the problem of oscillator strength appears,
since each local resonator, operating at a certain frequency,
necessarily occupy a small fraction of the surface area. In the
case of acoustic absorption, this problem is resolved by
appealing to the causality constraint, through the consideration of the mode density of resonances.
Just as in the case electromagnetic metamaterials, tiling
metamaterial units also offer the possibility of making the
integrated unit active in character, through electrical control
of each individual resonator. It should be noted that active
acoustics has been around for a long time, and one can find
many commercial products based on active control. The most
well known of such active control is the cancellation of noise
by first recognizing the signature of the acoustic noise, and
then generating the necessary acoustic waves for its cancellation. Of course, active acoustics has now moved beyond this
simple paradigm, with many of the new developments proprietary in nature. For acoustic metamaterials, active control is
already emergent as an important direction.77 Effective material parameters that are fundamentally not possible with passive materials are realized and even made to be actively
tunable via external control.78,79 This is certainly the case for
PT-symmetric acoustics in which the electrical control can
easily move the system in or out of the desired PT symmetric

state.29 Other examples include a non-invasive, shadow-free,
fully invisible acoustic sensor, based on a PT-symmetric distribution of balanced gain and loss;27 non-reciprocal transmission controlled by subwavelength nonlinear, asymmetric
structure over a relatively broad frequency range.45
LOW COST MANUFACTURING AS THE ENABLING
NEXT STEP

For large-scale applications, low cost mass manufacturing is an inevitable step. However, precisely in this area, the
development of acoustic metamaterial meets its major hurdle, since acoustic metamaterials mostly involve complex
designed structures, sometimes involving multiple materials
with different material parameters, and usually conceived
without the consideration of simple or low-cost manufacturing. It is fortuitous that 3D printing has arrived on the scene
at about the same time as the development of acoustic metamaterials. Many of the experimental samples, most involving
only one material but with complex geometries, were fabricated by 3D printing.58,59 However, 3D printing is still too
expensive for mass manufacturing, and the use of multiple
material components may pose a challenge. However, even
though 3D printing is not yet a viable mass production tool,
some of its design logic may have infiltrated into the mass
manufacturing technology, so that new developments may
happen in the near future to close this gap. When that happens, the acoustic metamaterial may enter an entirely new
development stage, with the demands of the mass market
serving as one of its drivers.
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